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1. Introduction

The SM3 [I-D.sca-cfrg-sm3] [GBT.32905-2016] [ISO.IEC.10118-3] and SM4 [I-D.ribose-cfrg-sm4] [GBT.32907-2016] [ISO.IEC.18033-3.AMD2] algorithms are published by the State Cryptography Administration (SCA) of China [SCA] for authorized use within China. Both algorithms are published in public, and now commonly available in cryptographic libraries.

SM3 is as a cryptographic hash algorithm that produces an output hash value of 256 bits long, based on 512-bit input message blocks, on input lengths up to $2^m$.

SM4 is a symmetric encryption algorithm, a blockcipher to be exact, designed for data encryption that acts on 128-bit blocks.

TLS versions at and beyond 1.2 [RFC5246] contain support for authenticated encryption with additional data (AEAD) cipher modes [RFC5116].

This document describes the use of SM4 [I-D.ribose-cfrg-sm4] in conjunction with various key exchange mechanisms as a cipher suite for TLS, in two ways:

- by using SM4 with authentication encryption modes (CCM, GCM, OCB), in a manner similar to [RFC7251];
o by using SM4 together with SM3 [I-D.sca-cfrg-sm3] as MAC, in a manner similar to [RFC5288], [RFC5289] and [RFC7539].

TODO: describe SM4 AE modes...

2. Terms and Definitions

The key words "*MUST*", "*MUST NOT*", "*REQUIRED*", "*SHALL*", "*SHALL NOT*", "*SHOULD*", "*SHOULD NOT*", "*RECOMMENDED*", "*NOT RECOMMENDED*", "*MAY*", and "*OPTIONAL*" in this document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14 [RFC2119] [RFC8174] when, and only when, they appear in all capitals, as shown here.

3. Cipher Suites

Cipher suites defined in this document are based on the SM4-CCM Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD) algorithms AEAD_SM4_128_CCM and AEAD_SM4_256_CCM described in [[I-D.ribose-cfrg-sm4ae]].

3.1. HMAC-Based

These cipher suites use SM4 in Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode with an HMAC-based MAC:

CipherSuite TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_SM4_CBC_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_SM4_CBC_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_SM4_CBC_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_SM4_CBC_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};

These cipher suites are the same as the corresponding cipher suites in [RFC5289] (with names here ending in "_SM3" inplace of "_SHA256"), except for the MAC and Pseudo Random Function (PRF) algorithms.

The PRF is the TLS PRF [RFC5246] with SM3 as the hash function. The MAC is HMAC [RFC2104] with SM3 as the hash function.

3.2. Galois Counter Mode-Based

These cipher suites use the same asymmetric algorithms as those in the previous section, but use the authenticated encryption modes defined in TLS 1.3 [I-D.ietf-tls-tls13] with SM4 in Galois Counter Mode (GCM):
CipherSuite TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_RSA_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_DH_anon_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};

These cipher suites use the authenticated encryption with additional data algorithm AEAD_SM4_GCM described in [[I-D.ribose-cfrg-sm4ae]].

Each of these AEAD algorithms uses a 128-bit authentication tag with GCM (in particular, as described in 3.5 [RFC4366] and 3 [RFC5288].

The PRF is the TLS PRF [RFC5246] with SM3 as the hash function.

3.3. Counter and CBC-MAC Mode-Based

These cipher suites use the same asymmetric algorithms as those in the previous section, but use the authenticated encryption modes defined in TLS 1.3 with SM4 in Counter and CBC-MAC Mode (CCM):

CipherSuite TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_SM4_CCM = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_SM4_CCM = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_SM4_CCM = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_SM4_CCM = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_RSA_WITH_SM4_CCM = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_SM4_CCM = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_SM4_CCM = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_SM4_CCM = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_DH_anon_WITH_SM4_CCM = {0xYY,0xYY};

These cipher suites use the authenticated encryption with additional data algorithm AEAD_SM4_CCM described in [[I-D.ribose-cfrg-sm4ae]].

Each of these AEAD algorithms uses a 128-bit authentication tag with CCM (in particular, as described in 3.5 [RFC4366] and 3 [RFC5288].

The "nonce" input to the AEAD algorithm is as defined in [RFC6655].

The PRF is the TLS PRF [RFC5246] with SM3 as the hash function.
3.4. OCB

The following cipher suites are defined:

CipherSuite TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_SM4_OCB = {0xYY,0xYY}

The "nonce" input to the AEAD algorithm is as defined in [RFC6655].

The PRF is the TLS PRF [RFC5246] with SM3 as the hash function.

Further requirements provided in 2 [RFC7251] apply.

4. TLS Versions

These cipher suites make use of the authenticated encryption with additional data defined in TLS 1.2 [RFC5288].

- They *MUST NOT* be negotiated in older versions of TLS.
- Clients *MUST NOT* offer these cipher suites if they do not offer TLS 1.2 or later.
- Servers that select an earlier version of TLS *MUST NOT* select one of these ciphersuites. Earlier versions do not have support for AEAD; for instance, the TLScipherertext structure does not have the "aead" option in TLS 1.1. Because TLS has no way for the client to indicate that it supports TLS 1.2 but not earlier versions, a non-compliant server might potentially negotiate TLS 1.1 or earlier and select one of the cipher suites in this document.
- Clients *MUST* check the TLS version and generate a fatal "illegal_parameter" alert if they detect an incorrect version.

5. Security Considerations

The security considerations in [RFC4346], [RFC4492], [I-D.ribose-cfrg-sm4], [I-D.sca-cfrg-sm3] apply.

- Products and services that utilize cryptography are regulated by the SCA [SCA]; they must be explicitly approved or certified by the SCA before being allowed to be sold or used in China.
- The cipher suites described in this document *SHOULD** only be used with TLS 1.3 or greater [I-D.ietf-tls-tls13].
CCM security requires that the counter never be reused. The nonce/IV requirement in Section 3.3 is designed to prevent counter reuse.

6. IANA Considerations

IANA has assigned the following values for these cipher suites:

CipherSuite TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_SM4_CBC_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_SM4_CBC_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_SM4_CBC_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_SM4_CBC_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDHE_ECDSA_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM4 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDH_ECDSA_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM4 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM4 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_ECDH_RSA_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM4 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_RSA_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_DH_RSA_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_DH_DSS_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
CipherSuite TLS_DH_anon_WITH_SM4_GCM_SM3 = {0xYY,0xYY};
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